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FORT ROSS INTERPRETIVE ASSOCIATION
NEWSLETTER

JULY - AUGUST, 1988

NEWS AND VIEWS FROM BLACK BART TURN

F.R.I. A. has some new projects started and now in place. Louise Revol is offering a
class for Docents in local Native Americans. Also, under the guidance of Lyn Kalani,
we are scheduling some very interesting classes for this fall and next spring. We
do hope some of you will attend them and also tell your friends about them.
The Historic Orchard has had the grass mowed and discing done around the trees. This
is not only good for the trees, but a much needed fire prevention work for the orchard.
Some of the young trees have grown a lot this last year.
At our next meeting in August we will be announcing the nominating committee and
confirming the meeting that is the General Membership meeting. This will be the
October meeting; thus the 90 days before for the committee and the 6O days before
for the nominations are correct. Not only will the nominating committee report in
October, but nominations from the floor are then taken.
While I am sure there will be a write up in here on Living History Day, I want to
tell you that for Ranch Day we are having that very interesting display of old saws,
motors, and wood splitters. And also back will be the Blue Grass music everyone
enjoyed.
THE GRAPEVINE
Not in the way back historic times, but awhile back, 50 years or so, there was in
this area a local telephone line. The ranchers built the line, each buying, and
putting up their share, this would be from their house to where it tied into the
neighbor who then did his portion. On. longer stretches the men got together and
put up the wire and poles if needed. The wire was attached. to the old blue or
green insulators and would follow the roads or well used horseback trails. This way
it was easy to see when it had to be checked. In the winter and spring after a
heavy storm or just heavy wind there would be a limb down over the line somewhere.
There were probably 25 phones on the line when it was at its tops in miles covered,
and it was known as "The Grapevine" as much of it was attached to convenient trees.
Everyone had their special rings made up of long rings and short. The hpuse at Fort
Ross was a long and two short; our home was two long and three short. This was done
with the old wall phones that had the crank on the side, two large batteries inside,
and magnate inside that generated the power to make the ring.
Needless to say anyone that wanted to listened in on what they wanted to and they were
called "rubbernecks". It was sort of a source of entertainment and finding out what
the neighbors were doing, if they were going to town (Santa Rosa), if someone was
sick, or if they were going fishing. Once in awhile, calls were made to one of the
homes that had a mainline (Bell Telephone) phone if they wanted to have a special
call go out to town or the doctor, or something important.
There were some amusing things as I recaj.1. There was one household whose occupant
made with a still hard licquor. Now he became very popular whenever there was a dance
in the country. Usually these dances were held in the Hall at Plantation. This
gentleman's phone rang off the wall on the. Saturday of the dance. Knowing what was
going on if you took down the receiver you would hear something like this: Caller,
"Will you be at the dance tonight?". Answer, "Oh yes." Caller, "Oh good."' Some
folks liked the occupant so much they called "Oncle", and sure enough, "Uncle" always
came to the dance. I don't remember him dancing, he just stood, and smiled.
*
One time before my folks put in Bell Telephone my Dad called Fort Ross where at that
time they could switch you on to Bell. He got connected to Santa Rosa and was going
to put in an order. By now a few people had their receiver down, so the store in
Santa Rosa could not hear what my Dad was saying. Being a man under certain circumstances that could get a bit angry, he proceeded with this! "To all you listening,
I am going to be ordering some wire for fencing and that's all, now will you get the
Hell off the line so I can hear."
Tops in my mind was a bit later on in time. There was on the Grapevine a man who was
hard of hearing and a friend of his that often called him that had a few speech
problems. This man had a thick foreign accent, would talk quite loud, stuttered
and was the owner of a set of dentures. You can see this is going to complicate things.
When one of those phones rang in the evening this was fair game. No radio show of
the time could beat it; their conversations never got into what you might call a smooth
pattern. The hard of hearing man always managed to say the wrong thing, the denture
wearer began to talk louder and began to stutter. By now you could hear muffled chokes
and gasps as people tried to be quiet, not so much because they were polite, but
because they did not want to mies anything. The denture wearer was now talking quite
loud, or at least trying to, as getting excited he would start to stutter and the
dentures would be clicking. Finally both would give up and the conversation was over.
So you see life in the earlier days had a lot of interesting things going on. I sort
of miss the times you could pick up the phone and call a neighbor without having a
computer time you.
Barbara Black

